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In his Love Series, Bruce Bennett seeks to communicate the power and 
soul embedded within the concepts of love and blackness, as well as the 
inherent magic therein. Describing “Black love” as an infinite answer to 
centuries of sacrifice and brutality, Bennett points to the healing and 
unifying power of acknowledgment, affection, and celebration of love for 
self and others. For Bennett, Black love entails recognition of the individual 
privileges we hold based on class and race, and acknowledging the 
struggles of others. Black love is putting the struggles of the Black 
community into the foreground and transforming them into conditions of 
beauty. Black love is fighting for your family, loving those who share the 
same magic, regardless of external labels. Black love is about defending 
others when there is no gravity to ground them. Within these images, 
Bennett evokes an aura of warmth, pointing to an atmosphere of 
abundance and security simmering on the surface of society that is 
simultaneously a reality and a call to action. 
 
Love ll is a visual representation of Black love from the perspective of the 
artist and his partner captured in intimate and informal self-portraits within 
their home environment. Employing the same method as a selfie, Bennett 
utilizes a mirror to capture each image through a reflection, revealing a 
sense of intimacy with each moment.   
 
Bruce Bennett is a lens-based artist originally from Chicago’s South Side. 
His images explore issues of gender, sexuality, race, and socioeconomic 
status by interrogating conventions of representation through individual 
personalities, cultural markers, and environmental facets. Bennett holds a 
BFA from the Art Academy of Cincinnati (2018). His images have been 
published by Vanity Fair and Vice, and were included in the 2016 book All 
Power: Visual Legacies of the Black Panther Party.  
 


